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This talk presents a systematic approach to musculoskeletal imaging designed for the 
surgeon treating sarcomas of bone and soft tissue.  As the lecture is largely example-
based and instructional, my hope is that the proceedings will simply summarize some of 
the key “take home” points. 
 
1)  The plain radiographs are the most important tool in determining benign bone tumors 
from malignant ones. 
 
2)  A “geographic” appearance (interface between normal bone and lesional bone is well-
demarcated) usually suggests a benign lesion while a “permeative” appearance (interface 
between normal bone and lesional bone is poorly demarcated) usually suggests a 
malignancy. 
 
3)  All bone tumors attempt to escape the bone. 
 - Benign tumors do not succeed. 
 - Benign-aggressive tumors (such as giant cell tumors, aneurysmal bone cyst, 
certain dysplasias) expand the bone but usually are surrounded by a thin “neocortex”. 
 - Malignant tumors typically succeed in escaping the bone. 
 
4)  Malignant tumors that escape the bone by osteoclast-mediated cortical lysis are often 
metastatic carcinomas… 
 
5)  …Whereas malignant tumors that escape the bone by permeating through the 
Haversian canals (think “cortices intact but with surrounding periosteal reaction”) are 
often primary sarcomas of bone. 
 
6)  MRI is best used for surgical planning and for further refining your differential 
diagnosis list. 
 - Fat and blood are bright on T1-weighted images. 
 - Hydrogen (i.e. water) is bright on T2-weighted images. 
 - T1-weighted images typically are best for resolving different anatomical 
structures 
 -T2-weighted images typically are best for showing peri-tumoral edema and 
deciding “how far I need to resect” 
 
7)  Tumor matrix can be useful in refining your diagnosis.  The three most commonly 
identified matrices are osteoid, chondroid, and fibrous. 
8)  Tissue that is as bright as fluid on a T2-weighted MRI should make you think: 
 - Chondroid (e.g. chondrosarcoma) 
 - Myxoid (e.g. uncommon tumors such as myxoma or myxoid liposarcoma) 
 - Myelin (e.g. nerve sheath tumors) 
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